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muto is Giovanni Benedetti
Giovanni Benedetti lives his childhood and adolescence in Modena. Later on he moves to Milan where he earns a master degree 
in architecture at the Polytechnic University. He currently lives between Modena and Madrid, where he works and carries out a 

personal research about architecture. He publishes and draws using the pseudonym muto.
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This work can be described as an endless research, a rewriting of the memory with no practical or academic 
purpose, an exercise of recovery of personal analogies, an accumulation of recurring memories. 

Every form can be extracted from the past and used. History becomes a flat surface where we can pick every 
reference without the fear of what there was before or what there will be after. Time still persists to give form to the 

volumes, cast shadows and burn the faces of the objects it touches. 
Every image is a recurring memory, every variation of each image helps to build a collective atlas, an imaginary 

landscape. Only when the time of the reaserch has passed and the image has been destroyed and rebuilt as many 
times as possible, the debris left are ready to became an new idea, thought, form.  

Sometimes this endless recovery of autobiographical memories happily surfaces during the design process, 
sometimes all these forms stand still, staring at you, waiting; they are solutions and mistakes at the same time. 

These images and the imaginary landscape that they create are anonymous and familiar, a still life. 

IN A LANDSCAPE
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https://www.mutomuto.com/in-a-landscape


Shortlisted / Closed Competition YAPP MAXXI 2014. 
The interaction between two materials, earth and jute, defines the physic form of the project. The sacks of jute are used in the project as a technological element which 
upholsters the raw material. Soil finds the simple mould of the container and there it finds its place. Fill of terrain the sack. Just few shovelful, compress it a little and 
close the extremities. Twenty kilos. Lay one over the other. And that’s it. The sacks have to be piled one over the other to make a trench, like in the warehouses, then a 
wall and at the endtehy define an outside from where to access and an inside to be brought.
Of a distinct material, inside and outside, there’s no limit that has a clear definition.

The inside of the pavilion reminds a rural landscape, where the nature is inducted to grow in its variety, to modify the image and the limits of space. Kepos in Greek 
means garden. It’s a garden the one from where you access in once passed the stage opened to the square, a garden gathered around a shadow and pointed to a sunny 
gentle slope. A garden where you can sit, talk, be alone, taste, breathe, wait. Shadow, light from the soft curtains, grasses, buzzing bees, sack of earth used as comfortable 
pillows. Carpets of grasses, flowers, plantes and leaves between tubes for watering which splash madly. Kepos in Greek means venter, too.

THE HILL OF 
THE SLEEPING DRAGON
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https://www.mutomuto.com/maxxi


Proposal for a pavilion in Grand Metis, Quebec. 
Logs stacked and mushrooms.

GRAND METIS

https://www.mutomuto.com/grand-metis


Built during Salone del Mobile di Milano 2019 for Fake/Authentic.
A small chair and a table have been found. 

They are useless and heavy.
We can sit down and play a game.

IL RITROVAMENTO 
DEL TAVOLO T1 

E DELLA SEDIA S1
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https://www.mutomuto.com/il-ritrovamento


Built during Venice Biennale 2018 for Unfolding Pavillion.
 The aim of this project is to investigate the relationship between three main spaces, both from a 
geographical and from a cultural point of view:

-the city of Venice: its narrow alleys, glimpses, canals. A constant repetition of shadows.
-Gino Valle’s residential complex: a dense field of volumes, with multiple heights, mainly built using 
bricks.
-the house : a domestic atmosphere, luminous, on multiple levels, with openings and views on the 
outside, built for social housing and currently empty, uninhabited.

The design, that stems from these thoughts, tries to recover lost aspect of the building and the related 
spaces, reasoning on the entity of “house” and “space”: a domestic living which is able to connect, in a 
metaphoric and abstract way, the designed object with the space containing the object itself. 
The complex of Gino Valle has a rectangular plan, in which water defines three of the four borders, 
reinforcing the perception of an isolated piece of land, just like Venice.
The installation is a table, with an arrangement of objects on it. These objects, which apparently lost their 
function with time, now have a new meaning and use.
The flat and rectangular surface of the residential complex is arranged with apartments, passages, 
courtyards and stairs.
In a similar way the surface of the table is flat and rectangular, an island populated by jars, bottles, 
bricks, masks, undefined objects that depict a familiar landscape. These objects are the volumes of the 
residential complex.
The material used for the installation portrays the temporary nature of the project, which is exhibited 
for just two days. Both the table and the objects are made of papier-maché : very light fragments 
representing an abstract and ephemeral composition. 

The ultimate purpose of the installation is the discovery of a place, the comprehension of its geographical 
and social value.

BANCHETTO

https://www.mutomuto.com/feast-banchetto
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VIP lounge for Paris Photo 2012, Grand Palais, Paris.
In collaboration with T eresa Sapey

PARIS PHOTO



COLOMBARIO 
DOMESTICO

Shortlisted, Built during Premio Federico Maggia 2013.
Le stanze di questa casa sono scene di un teatrino. Un contenitore/colombario di oggetti 

e frammenti fantastici. Un oggetto tra la macchina e il giocattolo.
Obiettivo ultimo del lavoro è quello di indagare il tema della memoria e del tempo, delle 

cose dimenticate e abbandonate.

https://www.mutomuto.com/colombario-domestico
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https://www.mutomuto.com/colombario-domestico


Shortlisted / Closed competition “UNICO E RIPETIBILE” for Milan Triennale.
 Le opere esposte, per natura e forma eterogenee, sono tenute insieme da un paesaggio di 
forme coerenti e dialoganti. Pur definendo tre ambiti specifici, uno per ciascuna collezione, 
l’allestimento è immaginato come un ecosistema di frammenti in stretta relazione reciproca. 
Una sorta di costruzione in rovina prima di essere portata a termine o i brandelli di un 
edificio mai finito.

L’immagine delle rovine di un tempio, che sono il lascito visibile e incompleto di una forma 
perduta, si confondono trasfigurandosi nelle forme banali di un cantiere di un edificio d’oggi. 

TRIENNALE
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https://www.mutomuto.com/triennale


Project of a house in Sampieri (Sicily, Italy) currently under construction. 
Located in a beatiful landscape sorrounded by trees and enclosed between 
traditional stone walls, the project try to find a necessary balance between 

ancient tradition and contemporaneity.  

SAMPIERI HOUSE
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A small selection of an ongoing personal research about architecture. 
These fragments are part of a possible autobiographical alphabet | An accumulation of recurring 

memories through constant elements | This rewriting of the memory has no practical or academic 
purpose, it does not teach anything. | A continuous exercise of recovery of personal analogies. | 

Through repetition it is possible to erase some of these fragments and rarely find new ones. | The 
discovery of new simple mental constructions allows the continuity of the work. Thank you P.V.

QUADERNI

https://www.mutomuto.com/quaderni


The plain and its absence of verticality allow the start of a design process / Of the two concentration camps nothing is left (natural and human processes have rewritten the geography 
of the place), only one channel continues to divide the two areas. / A bone structure in cement that rests along the canal and connects the two fields. / The water in the canal cyclically 

floods this spine. Atmospherical and chronological time mark the visible form of the project.

FOSSOLI
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https://www.mutomuto.com/fossoli
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